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MULTI-PURPOSE PROTECTIVE COATING Product # 295

Cleans, shines and protects hard surfaces

This liquid water-based coating features a unique blend of cleaning agents and silicones to clean and shine virtually any
surface in the home, bath or kitchen. As it cleans it leaves behind a protective, water-repellent shield that prevents
discoloring and resists dirt, dust and mineral deposits. It renews and protects a wide variety of hard surfaces and is really
easy to apply.

Use on:
 Glass  Tile  Plastic  Vinyl and leather
 Wood  Formica  Metal  All painted surfaces

Effective Against:
 Dust  Fingerprints  Smudges  Water marks
 Vandal marks  Dirt and grime  Soap  Mineral deposits

Features and Benefits
 Repels dust, fingerprints and smudges and resists stains and vandal marks.
 Ideal for cleaning and renewing glass, windows mirrors, tile, plastic, wood cabinets, vinyl, metal and painted surfaces.
 Spread on leather, Formica, vinyl bus seats, storefronts, desk and cabinets.
 Spray on drinking fountains, tiles and bathroom surfaces to prevent soap deposits, watermarks, mold and mildew.

Directions Complete directions on product label
Spray or spread onto surface.  Wipe clean and buff with a soft
cloth for shine.  Repeated applications will increase luster,
water repellent and anti-soil properties.

Safety
Keep out of the reach of children.

NFPA® RATINGS
Flammability

Health                                    Reactivity

Properties
Appearance........................ White liquid
Fragrance........................... None
Ready-to-use...................... Yes
Specific gravity.................. 0.995
pH....................................... 6-8
Protect from........................ Freezing temperatures

Ingredients CAS Number
Water  …………………………………………………………………………………………….... 7732-18-5
Polydimethylsiloxane ……………………………………………………………………….......... 63148-62-9
Linear Alcohol Ethoxylate………………………………………………………………………… 34398-01-1
Triethanolamine …………………………………………………………………………………... 102-71-6
Ethoxylated Isoalcohols ………………………………………………………………………….. 78330-21-9

DOT Shipping   (ground transportation)
Proper Shipping Name: None
Class: None
ID Number: None
Packing Group: None

Quantities
30, 35 & 55 gallon
5 or 6 gallon
6X1 gallon
4X1 gallon
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